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1.Statement of this project.
“I Go Traveling V/A Postcard with Scenery” involves an ongoing journey 
around the world. In every place and at every time where this art project 
can be executed a program is announced, invitations sent out, pre-departure 
readings made, traveling, recording, and finally the entire process displayed 
for an audience to view. “I Go Traveling V/A Postcard with Scenery” has 
already been executed on a coastal part of An Ming Island, South Korea in 
2003 and Tali, Taiwan in 2005. It is now planned to execute the plan in the 
outskirts of Paris in 2006. The artist continues to search for opportunities to 
visit other countries and areas.

The main proposition in “I Go Traveling V/A Postcard with Scenery” is : 

Events transformed into travel fable
This is the fifth project I have undertaken with the title “I Go Traveling.” 
To me it is a fable relating directly to my interpretation of frequent travel. 

Traveling is a paradoxical prototype of the desire to flee/communicate. People today travel more than at any other time 
in human history and, through magical symbols invented by science and engineers, have conquered the whole planet. As 
long as we make use of this magic and accept its language, then travel is reduced to a simple formula-within which there 
is no interface that cannot be transformed, no distance that cannot be bridged, yet because of this we also find ourselves in 
an era noted for its collapse in communication. Differences have occurred between people, images, narrative, information 
and understanding. Still we remain as crazy about “traveling” as ever. As a performance artist I remain primarily focused 
on behavioral choices as art. Since 1999 I decided to enter this dimension of fables in person, in the guise of “travel.” I 
gladly take on the role of a “traveler,” “guide” and wandering 
minstrel until there is a rupture between my own language and 
physical form, until speaking incoherently and wanting to tell 
others what I have seen, I am exhausted and transformed into 
a traveling myth.

This work is in fact a real journey
“I Go Traveling V” marks an actual real life journey as a 
work of art. Fully executing the process that underscores any 
journey, I invited people to travel with me, planned the route, 
executed the journey and collected souvenirs (photographs). 
Having dressed up and prepared everything, together we drove 
to the coast. During winter here, on a day when it was perhaps 
not be right for a visit to the coast, our group (my partner and 
guide, foreigners and locals, artist and audience) were “invited” 
to travel together. Someone asked:“Is this art or a real 
journey?” In fact that question is the dialectical focus of the 
entire “I Go Traveling” series. The works exist simultaneously 
as both works of art and real journeys. The mixed illusory/real 
nature of the “traveling,” makes the experience almost like 
being part of a contemporary fable.

The hidden images of this text narrate a revised 
photograph
Through this journey I wanted to reconstruct a photograph, 
one that has been burned into my memory for as long as I 
can remember. It is an old and well known picture of Taiwan, 
depicted a group of local people at a classically scenic coastal 
location. Logically, this could also be seen as: “a landscape 
photograph”- much like countless others seen by visitors 
browsing postcards sold on shelves in tourist stalls across 
the world. In 2002, I started to develop the concept behind 
“I Go Traveling V” and from that time chose not to look 
at the original photograph again. Instead, I replaced it with 
my fragmented depiction of the picture in my memory. The 



new travelers were asked to present a “revisionist version” on the basis of my written depiction, re-producing the 
theater image to once again be made into a photograph, a frozen moment that forces unknown people in the future 
to keep guessing as to the origins of the photograph. As such, it becomes a cool, seemingly “reborn” “scenic coastal 
postcard” based on my depiction that everyone will try to imitate in photographic format.

Lives Past and Present Traveling to the Coast
What is clear is that several people gather on the coast and for unknown reasons each adopt a certain posture. We do 
not know why they get together. Did everything occur without reason or was it planned in this way to meet on the 
coast in winter in such strange attire? The result is the freezing of an unimaginable scenario as a traveler’s souvenir 
postcard. It is both 1950’s Taiwan and an exotic 21st Century coast.

2. Briefly introduce those works. 

In 2003 the project was carried out in South Korea. Even though it was summer, all the people on the beach changed 
into winter clothing. After reading a translation depicting the photograph before the journey, South Korean artists 
were extremely helpful in inviting the participation of local families to complete the piece. We traveled to An Ming 
Island a renowned tourist spot approximately a three hour car ride from Seoul.

The Taiwan Edition was announced at a press conference on January 27, 2005. From January 28-February 28 we 
solicited for 6 adults, 2 children and an animal, those interested in participating being instructed to register by Email 
or sign up on-site. On March 7, 2005, pre-journey discussions were held, to decide the route and the depiction of 
which photograph to use. On March 12 and 19, over 30 participants were divided into two groups and set off for 
Tali on the northern coast of Taiwan, where they were photographed. From March 26-April 23 a record of this event 
was exhibited at IT Park and The Living Room , including a 4 minute “scene when the photograph was taken” , 1.5 
hour“all Project Execution”, documents and a narrative of the photograph written from memory etc. All of these 
were intended to give the audience a comprehensive understanding of the work.

“I Go Traveling V/ A Postcard with Scenery” involved “deliberately” inviting a group of people on a journey to 
the coast, “in order to” re-realize a landscape photograph taken at a coastal location. In other words, this was “a 
deliberate coming together, in which participants used their own time and bodies.” These were the raw materials 
from which “I Go Traveling V” was crafted.

The picture that was once stuck in my memory so clearly, is a famous old photograph widely recognized throughout 
Taiwan. In it a group of local people are pictured at a typical coastal location-on the beach. I first started to develop 
the concept behind the “I Go Traveling V” project in 2002 and from that time chose not to look at the original 
photograph again. Instead, I replaced it with a depiction of my fragmented recollections of the picture. In this way, 
the new travelers were asked to present a “revisionist version” on the basis of my written depiction, re-producing 
the theater image and once again making it into a photograph - a moment frozen in time. 

My description of the original scenic postcard was as follows: 
“Winter, because they are all wearing long-sleeved winter clothing. There are 8 people in total. One of them has a 
hand on his hip and is smoking a cigarette, his coat is thrown over his shoulder and he looks particularly nonchalant. 
The other two people are squatting down next to the first guy; one in front, one behind. It appears as though the 
person at the front is playing with an animal that looks as though it is a monkey A little to the left is a young couple 
each holding a child. The wife’s hair is short like a man’s and both are wearing flip flops. The young husband who 
is looking at the child in his arms, is the only individual shown in relief in the photograph. The person stood furthest 
away stares straight at us and appears to be deep in thought, the wind blowing at his coat.”

“I Go Traveling I-Journey to Beijing (北京之行) (1999) 
was in fact a fabricated journey the artist did not make 
in person. Televisions are placed a short distance apart 
facing each other so that participants invited to walk 
between them are unable to see clearly what images 
are being shown on the screens. Despite the fact 
that the two televisions do in fact showing the same 
scenes, looking left and right stood between them the 
second difference and limited field of vision makes 
that impossible to confirm. “Journey to Bejing” did 
not involve traveling, rather “being deliberately 
absent” as a way of viewing the intolerable panic of 
“nostalgia” and “seeing reality in ways that differ 
from memory or the way one was taught.”



2003 KOREA

2005 TAIWAN

“I Go Traveling II-我去旅行 I am Going Traveling Je 
fais un voyage” (1999-2000) invited people in a semi-
open space to phone the unknown artist who happens 
to have left her phone number. The artist carries a video 
phone with her as she travels around Taiwan, taking and 
making calls from Taipei, Taichung  (台中), Kaohsiung 
(高雄) and Taitung (台東). At the predetermined mid point 
of the journey, she stops and listens to calls that come 

in from the second video phone video link in Taipei. This type of communication is extremely subtle because both video phones have 
been placed in semi-open public spaces-a book shop and a cosmetics store etc. The artist who leaves her telephone number has no way 
of knowing who will call or when. She stands by the phone telling strangers who call names of places visited on the journey. The place 
names recited in the phone call are written on a postcard participants can obtain and on which they are asked to make their own mark. 
Once the call has been completed and a mark made, participants are encouraged to send the postcard to whoever they want. The traveling 
artist is often forced to stop the journey and wait in another semi-public space for the calls, but tells people: “I am going traveling, please 
call such and such a number to contact me.”



2006 FRANCE

Ce projet a comme objet le cheminement entier du voyage, dans tous ses aspects incluant l’invitation au voyage, les 
compagnons de voyage, l’itinéraire, l’exécution et les souvenirs du voyage.  

Le but est la réalisation d’une carte postale vivante sur le souvenir d’une vieille image de ma mémoire. Le souvenir est 
vague, mais il me faut un vrai voyage pour l’accomplir , et par conséquent est de filmer une vraie carte postale de paysage 
（mais y a-t-il des fausses cartes postales de paysage?）.En fait, le voyage n’est pas un “vrai” voyage puisque c’est une 
oeuvre d’art, mais on partira vraiment en voyage. De plus, c’est le projet préférable d’un voyage à travers le monde.

Tout sera filmé en vidéo dès le premier contact avec les "comédiens" 〈participants〉 susceptibles de m’accompagner 
et tout au long de la preparation puis de l’exécution du voyage. Ce sera un vrai processus de voyage. On s’habillera, on 
emportera les choses nécessaires au voyage, on prendra ensemble le moyen de transport choisi pour le voyage et on se 
rendra à la plage. 

In “I Go Traveling Ⅲ / IT Vacation” ( 我去旅行 
Ⅲ -千禧伊通逍遙遊 ) (2000), the artist deliberately 
arranges a journey that resembles the different 
levels/stages of a video game, around the New Year 
period. This encourages participants to try their luck 
and thereby draws them into the piece. As part of 
the process of this “journey” the make-believe guide 
deceives people by including souvenirs collected 

from the earlier “I am Going Traveling II: video tape, landscape photographs, phone call bills, a travel journal and map cut into non-
continuous segments and given new numbers, instructions, colors, shapes, raffle prizes and with travel destination awards: free toilet 
access, NT$100 cup of coffee etc. Despite the familiarity of the display space, visitors occasionally find themselves on the journey but 
inundated with lots of information and meanings that are yet to be constructed, forcing them to deny their own bafflement and struggle 
to make sense of things, so as to find what is truly fascinating about the journey.  



“I Go Traveling Ⅳ - Traveler. Bali” (2001) appears in 
a 40-minute “theater-like” format. The artist takes on 
the role of editor, director and performer. The Taitung 
Theater (台東劇團) cooperates in the presentation of 
the work, which was performed on the banks of Pipa 
Lake (琵琶湖) in Taitung (台東). Tang Huang-chen also 
put on a brief performance at an art work class in Bali. 

This requested that participating artists from different countries take part in a recorded Q&A session, part of which was then used 
in the final piece. The question asked is: “If you loved someone what would you say to let your lover know?” Because each of the 
interviewees responded in their mother tongue, Tang did not necessarily know what they said, though artists from the same country who 
did understand smiled meaningfully. The “Schizophrenia” of this dialogue is the focus of “I Go Traveling IV.” Without a stage or sound 
effects, performers have to rely on constant movement back and forth to create the feel of a theater; fighting with the sound of crashing 
waves, whilst conducting this strange performance, creating what is in essence a rupture wherein there is no relationship between words 
and actions; one after another individuals recite lines from the same script, once sentence after another, sometimes reversing the order, or 
repeating others people’s lines whilst simultaneously imitating actions from daily life; going to the toilet, washing, putting on make up. 
During this period, the cyclical flow of the action creates a certain logical instability, unconsciously returning to the very first scene and 
then a curtain call. 

Il est impossible imiter exactement l’image de mon souvenis, mais la carte postale ressemblant sera un paysage de plage 
recrée de mémoire et animé par tous les "conmédiens" selon les descriptions que je leur donnerai:

Il y aura en tout huit personnes. Tous porteront des vêtements à manches longues, des vêtements d’hiver. L’un d’eux fume, 
la main à la taille, son manteau sur l’épaule, dans une attitude d’indifférence. Deux hommes sont accroupis à côté de lui, 
un devant, un derrière. Celui de devant est en train de jouer avec un animal, apparemment un singe. Un peu sur la gauche, 
un jeune couple embrasse leurs enfants. La femme porte une coupe de cheveux masculine. Les deux ont des sandales aux 
pieds. Le mari qui regarde son enfant dans ses bras est le seul personnage de la photo a être pris de profil. Il y a aussi un 
homme debout dans l’arrière-plan qui nous regarde fixement, comme s’il était tombé dans une profonde réflexion, le vent 
soulevant son manteau.

Ce projet sera présenté en vidéo et en photos dans le cadre d’une exposition.

The fable that underpins “I Go Traveling” began when the artist took part in a multinational exhibition in 
1998. Two groups of artists made use of two essentially different display areas in Taipei and Paris, the 
subject linking them together being “You Speak I listen” (你說我聽). Revolving around the difficult and often 
paradoxical experiences between “you and me,” “receiving and conveying,” this started Tang Huang-chen 
considering ways in which “travel and communication” are mutually established and led to more detailed 
observations of a modern world defined by travel. 

For me, from beginning to end, the parable the underscores “I Go Traveling” is linked to the core desire to 
communicate. This drive is seen as the process of searching for and finding one’s way: assessing received 
information, determining meaning and direction, attached to the beginning of the journey. With what is 
almost fatalism or irresistible appeal, individuals stick to the process – I am going traveling. Mistakes, 
misjudgments, doubts, hesitation and even the courage to risk losing one’s way or dying, always results in 
finding the way, with the ultimate goal of arriving at a point of communication. 

“I Go Traveling” is close to the way I think when searching for self consciousness in the black hole of 
nostalgia. I firmly believe that this is a fundamental awareness of one’s own time/space and the human 
condition. Only by looking for the right direction is it possible to find the way for ourselves. On the other 
hand, the execution of “I Go Traveling” is also a process of constant revelation. When the network of 
routes enters an era of multiple dimensions or a 21st century that resembles the accelerated speed of 
heated molecules, “I Go Traveling” not only echoes the core desire to communicate but is simultaneously 
also hallucination.



2005/《I Go Traveling (Ⅵ)- A Happy Island》

un annuncio pubblico

Reclutamento dei partecipanti al progetto 

"Faccio un viaggio V : Il paesaggio in cartolina"

di Huang-chen Tang(TAIWAN), cioè 6 adulti, due 

bambini e un animale, dare contemporaneamente 

avvio all’ iscrizione dei volontari tramite Internet     

                from 4/23 to 5/5 2007

E-Mail: pressoffice@artecommunications.com

            www.artecommunications.com

Telephone: +041.526.4546

Contact: Huang-chen TANG

5/9 、5/12  Previa lettura pubblica della descrizione della                     

foto originale e pianificazione dell’itinerario di viaggio:

5/18、19   Per il viaggio



2005/《I Go Traveling (Ⅵ)- A Happy Island》

2006/《I Go Traveling (Ⅶ)- Plaza Traveler》

Faccio un viaggio (V): Il paesaggio in cartolina di Huang-chen Tang
“Faccio un viaggio (V)” è la tappa centrale del progetto “Faccio un viaggio”. Il progetto 
“Faccio un viaggio” è una favola che prende avvio nel 1998, anno in cui l’artista 
ha partecipato a una mostra collettiva transnazionale: divisi in due gruppi, gli artisti 
esponevano in due locazioni e due città (Parigi e Taipei) di carattere diverso, lavorando 
intorno al titolo “Tu parli/ Io ascolto”. Huang-chen Tang, che aveva reinterpretato il tema 
tra i due poli “Io/ Tu”, “Ricevo /Trasmetto” e sulla base della propria esperienza della 
difficoltà comunicativa, da quel momento ha formalmente iniziato ad interrogarsi sul 
nesso tra viaggiare e comunicare, ma anche ad osservare questa nostra epoca di viaggi.
Taipei Fine Art Museum                 Palazzo delle Prigioni             
        

La mia descrizione della cartolina originale è la seguente:

È inverno, perché tutti indossano abiti pesanti a 
maniche lunghe. Ci sono in tutto 8 persone. Una 
persona, con una mano su un fianco e la giacca 
appoggiata sulle spalle, fuma una sigaretta con 
aria indifferente; altre due persone sono accoccolate 
vicino alla prima, una davant i  e  una die t ro; 
quella davanti gioca con un animale che sembra 
essere una scimmia. Un po’ più sulla sinistra, c’
è una giovane coppia di sposi con ai piedi delle 
ciabattine da spiaggia: ognuno tiene in braccio un bambino; la moglie ha i capelli molto 
corti proprio come un ragazzo; il giovane marito guarda il bimbo che sta reggendo in 
braccio ed è l’unica persona di profilo. C’è un’altra persona in fondo che, in piedi, ci fissa 
intensamente ma sembra anche pensierosa, mentre il vento gli scuote la giacca.



1958 Born in Taipei
1978 Graduated from Taipei Girls Normal College
1983 Graduated from the Department of Fine Arts, National Taiwan Normal      
 University
1990 Graduated from the Department of Plastic Art, University Paris VIII

Selecte exhibitions from 1999

1999 /《我去旅行-I am Going Traveling (Ⅱ)-Je fais un voyage》
/ action / solo exhibition / ESLITE Book Store, AVEDA Cosmetics Shop, COSA Furniture 
Shop, TAITUNG Theater / Taipei, Taichung, Kaohsiung, Taitung / TAIWAN 
1999-2000 /《Contemporary Art in Taiwan, 1988-1999 Visions of Pluralism》
/ action& installation / Group Exhibitions / Beijing Museum of Art, Mountain Museum, 
National Museum of History, Chiaotung University / Beijing, Kaoshung, Taipei, Hsinchu / 
CHINA, TAIWAN
2000 /《I Go Traveling (Ⅲ)- IT Vacation》
/ action / solo exhibition / IT Park Gallery / Taipei / TAIWAN 
2000 /《City Body I》
/ Cross Discipline / Group Exhibitions / Eslite Tunnan Book Store, ETAT Website-www.
etat.com / city body / Taipei / TAIWAN 
2001 /《I Go Traveling (Ⅳ)-Traveller. Bali》
/ Cross Discipline /scenario mise-en scene performance / Tang Huang-Chen & TAITUNG 
Theater / TAITUNG Theater and Beach / TAIWAN
2001 /《Orange Marble-Taiwan-Canada Exchange Exhibition》
/ action& installation / Group Exhibitions / Hua-Shan Art District / Taipei / TAIWAN
2001 /《The Gravity of the immaterial》
/ action& installation / Group Exhibitions / Museum of Contemporary Art（MOCA）/ 
Taipei/ TAIWAN
2001 /《T-ActionTheater 》
/ Cross Discipline / scenario mise-en scene performance / Tang Huang-Chen＆Shien 
Tung-Lin /Place of 4D Theatre Group / Taipei / TAIWAN 
2002 /《City Body II-Harbor》
/ Cross Discipline / Group Exhibitions / Dog-Pig Art Café, ETAT Website-www.etat.com/
city body2/ Kaohsiung/ TAIWAN
2002 /《4 Days- Cross Discipline Document Exhibition》
/ action / Group Exhibitions / New Paradise / Taipei / TAIWAN 
2002 /《The Gravity of the immaterial》
/action& installation / Group Exhibitions / Total Museum / Seoul / SOUTH KOREA
2003 / 《Beauty Room 11》
/action& installation / solo exhibition / Miss China Gallery / Paris / FRANCE
2003 /《I Go Traveling (Ⅴ)-A Postcard with Scenery (part 1-Korea)》
/ action /Youngeun Art Residency / SOUTH KOREA
2004 /《I Go Traveling (Ⅴ)-A Postcard with Scenery (part 1-Korea) & performance》
/ Taipei Artist Village / TAIWAN   
2004 /《ex-change-art-work 》
/ action / 2004 Taiwan Asia Performance Art Meeting / Di-Has street / Taipei / TAIWAN  
2005 /《I Go Traveling (Ⅴ)-A Postcard with Scenery (part 2-Taiwan)》
/ action / solo exhibition / IT Park Gallery &The Living Room / Taipei / TAIWAN  
2005 /《I Go Traveling (Ⅵ)-A Happy Island》
/ action& installation / solo exhibition / ESLITE Tunnan Book Store Art-Space / Taipei / 
TAIWAN
2005 /《I Told You : I Love You (part 1& part 2)》
/ action / 2005 The Same Camp Cross-over Art Movement / Taipei Modern Art Museum 
& Kaohsiung Fin Art Museum / TAIWAN
2006 /《I Go Traveling (Ⅴ)-A Postcard with Scenery (part 3-France)》
/ action& installation / solo exhibition / CAMAC / Marnay-Sur-Seine / FRANCE
2006 /《I Go Traveling (Ⅶ)-Plaza Traveler》
/ action / Valencia / SPAIN
2007 /《I Go Traveling (Ⅶ)-Plaza Traveler》
/ installation of video / solo exhibition / Taishin Bank Foundation for Arts and Culture / 
Taipei / TAIWAN

Habite et Travaille à 
TAIWAN
Après ses études a l’
Université Nationale 
Normale de Taiwan 
et à l’Université de 
Paris St Denis et ses 
expériences de scénario 
et d’interprétation au 
cinéma et théâtre, elle 
commence sa carrière 
professionnelle artistique 
en 1991.
Elle a réalisé 14 
expositions personnelles 
et 27 expositions 
collectives représentant 
une quarantaine de 
projets pendant 14 
ans. Elle se consacre 
totalement à l’interaction.

En 1999 elle lance sa 
série “Je pars en voyage” 
dont elle a réalisé en 
2006 la septième étape 
“Je pars en voyage sept / 
un voyageur à la place” 
à Valencia ( Espagne ) et 
la troisième étape de “Je 
pars en voyage cinq. / 
une carte postale vivante” 
a Camac 
(France). Elle a reçu le 
premier prix de Taishin 
Art Award de la meilleure 
exposition d’art plastique 
de l’année 2005 à 
Taiwan pour la deuxième 
étape de ”Je pars en 
voyage cinq”.

Huang-Chen TANG  

湯 皇 珍


